


Who is your best friend in your class?

Who is your best friend in your class? 
What does he / she look like?

What subject is he / she good at?
What does he / she like doing in his / 

her free time?







Let’s have an overall picture of p.16-17 !
Read a newsletter about two best friends.



Please take out your…
1 3B Textbook (p.16-17)

3 Stationery:
-a pencil
-an eraser
-highlighter pens

2 Notebook





We’re going to read a school newsletter from
Sunny Road Primary School.

Main text type = a school newsletter 



Do you remember what a school newsletter is?
It tells us the school news and shares students’ work.



Each month, the newsletter has a special topic. 
What is the topic for February?



You’re  correct! 
The topic is ‘My best friend at school’.



This month two pupils write about 
their favourite classmates at school.



They are Oliver Smith and Kevin Chan.



First Reading

Now let’s read the newsletter.



First, we are going to read Oliver’s writing. 
What does Oliver think about Kevin?





What does Oliver think of Kevin? Why?

My best friend is Kevin. We are both in  

Class 3B. I sit between him and Danny.

Kevin is a wonderful friend. He often 

invites me to his house. His mum cooks 

yummy fried rice for me. Kevin is kind — he 

always remembers to give me a spoon 

because I am not very good at using 

chopsticks!

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



What does Oliver think of Kevin? Why?

He thinks Kevin is a wonderful friend because

Kevin often invites him to his house.

My best friend is Kevin. We are both in  

Class 3B. I sit between him and Danny.

Kevin is a wonderful friend. He often 

invites me to his house. His mum cooks 

yummy fried rice for me. Kevin is kind — he 

always remembers to give me a spoon 

because I am not very good at using 

chopsticks!

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver also thinks Kevin is kind. Why?

My best friend is Kevin. We are both in  

Class 3B. I sit between him and Danny.

Kevin is a wonderful friend. He often 

invites me to his house. His mum cooks 

yummy fried rice for me. Kevin is kind — he 

always remembers to give me a spoon 

because I am not very good at using 

chopsticks!

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver also thinks Kevin is kind. Why?

Kevin always gives Oliver a spoon for eating fried rice because 

he knows that Oliver is not good at using chopsticks.

My best friend is Kevin. We are both in  

Class 3B. I sit between him and Danny.

Kevin is a wonderful friend. He often 

invites me to his house. His mum cooks 

yummy fried rice for me. Kevin is kind — he 

always remembers to give me a spoon 

because I am not very good at using 

chopsticks!

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver also thinks Kevin is kind. Why?

Kevin always gives Oliver a spoon for eating fried rice because 

he knows that Oliver is not good at using chopsticks.

My best friend is Kevin. We are both in  

Class 3B. I sit between him and Danny.

Kevin is a wonderful friend. He often 

invites me to his house. His mum cooks 

yummy fried rice for me. Kevin is kind — he 

always remembers to give me a spoon 

because I am not very good at using 

chopsticks!

We can eat fried rice with a spoon or chopsticks.

a spoon chopsticks

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

What subjects is Kevin good at?

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

What subjects is Kevin good at?

He is good at all the subjects, such as

Chinese, Maths and Visual Arts.

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

What does Kevin help Oliver with?

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

What does Kevin help Oliver with?

He helps Oliver with Chinese.

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

Oliver likes doing many things with his best friend.
Can you find one example?

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

Oliver likes doing many things with his best friend.
Can you find one example?

They like watching their favourite cartoon together.

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Kevin is good at Chinese, Maths, Visual 

Arts — everything! He often helps me with 

Chinese.

I enjoy doing lots of things with Kevin. 

He is a great friend!

By Oliver Smith (3B)

Oliver likes doing many things with his best friend.
Can you find one example?

They like watching their favourite cartoon together.

Kevin and I watching 
our favourite cartoon

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Next, we are going to read Kevin’s writing. 
What does Kevin think about Oliver?





Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

Where is Oliver from?

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

Where is Oliver from?

Oliver is from Canada.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

What does Oliver look like?

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

What does Oliver look like?

He has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

What does Oliver look like?

He has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

Why does Kevin like to talk to Oliver?

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

Why does Kevin like to talk to Oliver?

Oliver is a good listener.

Kevin feels better when he shares his problems with him.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

‘A problem shared is a problem halved!’
What does Oliver mean?

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is my favourite classmate. He sits 

on my right. Oliver comes from Canada. He 

has short, brown hair and a big smile.

Oliver is a good listener. When I have 

a problem, I talk to him and I feel better. As 

Oliver says, ‘A problem shared is a problem 

halved!’

‘A problem shared is a problem halved!’
What does Oliver mean?

Oliver thinks problems get smaller when

we talk about them with someone.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is really good at English but his Chinese is not 

very good. I speak Chinese with him every day.

Oliver plays hockey and I like table tennis. We have 

our own game called ‘ping pong hockey’.

Oliver is fun to be with. I am glad he is my friend.

By Kevin Chan (3B)

What is Oliver good at?
Why does Kevin speak Chinese to him every day?

Oliver and I playing
ping pong hockey

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Oliver is really good at English but his Chinese is not 

very good. I speak Chinese with him every day.

Oliver plays hockey and I like table tennis. We have 

our own game called ‘ping pong hockey’.

Oliver is fun to be with. I am glad he is my friend.

By Kevin Chan (3B)

What is Oliver good at?
Why does Kevin speak Chinese to him every day?

Oliver and I playing
ping pong hockey

Oliver is good at English.

Oliver is not good at Chinese, so Kevin helps him practise.

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!

Now, you have 5 seconds to think about it!



Second Reading

Listen to the newsletter from 
the beginning to the end. 
Then complete a table.





Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Read the newsletter again.
Complete the table about Kevin and Oliver.



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Kevin is from Hong Kong.
Where is Oliver from?



Where is Oliver from?



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Let’s write this in the table.

Canada



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Kevin is kind.
What about Oliver?

Canada



What about Oliver?



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Let’s write this in the table.

Canada

listener



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Oliver is good at English but weak at Chinese.
What is Kevin good at?

Canada

listener



What is Kevin good at?



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Let’s write this in the table.

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Kevin likes table tennis.
What does Oliver like to play?

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts



What does Oliver like to play?



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Let’s write this in the table.

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts

hockey



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Oliver’s best friend is Kevin.
Who is Kevin’s best friend?

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts

hockey



Who is Kevin’s best friend?



Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Let’s write this in the table.

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts

hockey

Oliver



Well done! The table is now complete.

Kevin Oliver

comes from Hong Kong comes from __________

is kind is a good __________

is good at ________, ________ 

and _____________

is good at English but weak at 

Chinese

likes table tennis plays __________

his best friend is __________ his best friend is Kevin

Canada

listener

Chinese Maths

Visual Arts

hockey

Oliver



After reading
Are you a good friend like 

Kevin and Oliver at Fanling
Public School?







The end

We all need friends. 
We play, we learn and 

we share together!
Be a good friend! 


